Cell and microparticle separation in microfluidic systems has recently gained significant attention in sample preparations for biological and chemical studies. Microfluidic separation is typically achieved by applying differential forces on the target particles to guide them into different paths. This paper reviews basic concepts and novel designs of such microfluidic separators with emphasis on the use of non-inertial force fields, including dielectrophoretic force, optical gradient force, magnetic force, and acoustic primary radiation force. Comparisons of separation performances with discussions on physiological effects and instrumentation issues toward point-of-care devices are provided as references for choosing appropriate separation methods for various applications.
Introduction
During the last 15 years, development of microfluidic devices (Ho, 2001; Ho and Tai, 1998; Stone et al., 2004) has become a popular research topic because of the advantages they offer over conventional macroscale instruments including lower cost, lower sample and reagent consumption, adaptability for automation, and promise for portable point-of-care devices. Biological, chemical, or medical processes involving complex fluids with embedded particles (e.g., blood) often require preparative separation of particles, cells, or even molecules that are needed for the subsequent procedures. In conventional macroscale separation processes, centrifugation and membrane filtration have been commonly used for many decades, whereas more sophisticated methods such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) (Bonner et al., 1972) and magnetically activated cell separation (MACS) (Miltenyi et al., 1990) were rapidly established as the standard methods for high quality cell and particle separation. During the 1990s, when microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology became widely available to researchers and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microchannels (Duffy et al., 1998) were introduced, microfluidics was quickly recognized as a new, exciting scientific field and its applications to chemical and biological processes rapidly expanded. Such technological advance allowed for the miniaturization of filtration devices and the realization of precise channel geometries, leading to separation of cells and particles through a combination of microstructures and laminar flow around them. Furthermore, a number of force transducers developed through the last few decades were recently applied to microfluidic devices and used to manipulate microparticles by non-inertial forces including dielectrophoretic (DEP) force, optical gradient force, magnetic force, and acoustic primary radiation force, leading to numerous successful microchip designs for particle and cell separation. Inertial forces such as gravitational force (Huh et al., 2007) and centrifugal force (Madou et al., 2006) can also be used to separate particles. However, due to small differences in density between different subtypes of cells (e.g. red blood cells 1.089-1.100 g/cm 3 , white blood cells 1.055-1.085 g/cm 3 (Sethu et al., 2006) ), separation methods based on these forces typically require an extensive separation time or a centrifugal device which severely limits inline integration with other on-chip processes. Despite growing interests and potential applications of microfluidics-based cell and microparticle separation, there had not been a comprehensive review over various separation methods until very recently (Pamme, 2007) , where various continuous flow separation methods for both large molecules and particles ranging from tens of nanometers to micrometers were reviewed. In the present review, we focus on separation methods applicable to cells (on the order of microns), particularly with the use of non-inertial forces. We also address issues such as device performances, physiological effects on cells, and miniaturization toward realization of point-of-care devices.
Passive separation based on microstructures and laminar flow
Filtration sieves or well-controlled laminar flow can be used to perform separation of particles based on size, shape, and deformability. Without the application of a force field, these approaches prove to be a simple and low-cost method of cell and particle separation.
Filtration sieves
The most straightforward method of cell and particle separation in microfluidic systems is size discrimination by filtration sieves. In the past few years, several groups have developed microfiltration chips with fully integrated fluidic channels and microsieves. For example, an array of microsieves placed perpendicular to the direction of flow was used to fractionate a mixture of cells (Mohamed et al., 2004) . This sieving array, consisting of four segments with different pore sizes (2.5 lm, 5 lm, 10 lm, 15 lm), successfully trapped red blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells (WBCs) and spiked neuroblastoma, at different segments or in different rows along the flow direction. However, this method suffers from clogging of the microsieves by the cells. One way to alleviate clogging is to use the cross flow channel design, where the liquid flow in the microchannel is continuously extracted to the side channels through micro pores (Fig. 1A) . In this design, particles smaller than the pore size are collected into the side channels while particles too large to pass through the pores are continuously flushed away by the mainstream flow. Such cross flow filtration microchips were employed for separation of plasma from whole blood. In one example, the pore height of 0.5 lm was small enough to block all the cell population while allowing plasma to flow into the side channels (Crowley and Pizziconi, 2005) . In another example of blood filtration, this technique was further improved by the use of external pulsatile pressure to prevent clogging of the channels with blood cells (VanDelinder and Groisman, 2006) . In a very recent example, the cross flow side channels were used for continuous perfusion into the main channel, washing away RBCs and significantly enriching ($4000-fold) WBCs in the main channel (VanDelinder and Groisman, 2007) .
Laminar flow
Laminar flow is an intrinsic property of most microfluidic systems due to their small length scale. In a laminar stream, a particle not far from neutral buoyancy (e.g., cells) follows a path which goes through its center of mass. Through careful designing of the flow in a pinched segment or around arrays of posts, such particles can be positioned in the flow so that particles of different sizes will follow different paths, achieving size-based separation.
In a method called ''pinched flow fractionation" (Sai et al., 2006; Takagi et al., 2005; Yamada et al., 2004) particles of various sizes were hydrodynamically aligned in a pinched narrow segment and then separated into different trajectories of radially spreading streamlines in a size dependent manner in a diverging laminar flow (Fig. 1B) . Another novel approach of using laminar flow is ''deterministic lateral displacement" (Huang et al., 2004) , where particles' paths were laterally biased through asymmetric bifurcation of laminar flow around arrayed micron-sized poles depending on the particles size (Fig. 1C) . This principle was applied to separate RBCs, WBCs, and platelets (Davis et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2005a,b) . More recently, a subpopulation (CD4 + T helper lymphocytes) of WBCs was successfully fractionated by increasing the hydrodynamic radius through affinity binding of antibody-coated microbeads (Li et al., 2007) .
Separation with a non-inertial force field
Despite the simplicity of microfluidic separators based on microfiltration and laminar flow profiles, separation purely based on size and shape may not be sufficient for specific applications. For example, it is difficult to separate live cells from dead cells by such methods since their size and shapes may be similar. However, with the compromised cell membrane, dead cells exhibit different dielectric properties from their live counterparts and can be separated by DEP forces. The use of noninertial forces can also improve separation performance, introduce new separation criteria, and allow more flexible microfluidic channel designs.
The DEP, magnetic, and primary radiation forces (but not optical gradient force) acting on a spherical microparticle of radius r are listed in Table 1 . Derivations of the formulas are beyond the scope of this review and will not be described. Nevertheless, the formulas insightfully tell readers how separation can be implemented by such forces. For example, DEP and magnetic forces are both proportional to the gradient of the field strength squared. This means that besides dielectric and magnetic properties of a particle, a locally focused field (electric field or magnetic field) is necessary for generating a force to manipulate particles. Such localized fields were successfully created by the use of microelectrodes or ferromagnetic microstructures as described in the following sections. The primary radiation force in Table 1 results from acoustic standing waves in the direction of the wave propagation. In a microfluidic system, it is typically generated by an acoustic transducer and a reflector (side walls of the channel) or a pair of acoustic transducers across the microfluidic channel. Finally, the optical gradient force on a particle is well modeled in cases where the particle's radius, r, is much smaller (Rayleigh regime) or much larger (Mie regime) than the light wavelength, k. In the Rayleigh regime a particle behaves as an induced dipole under the inhomogeneous electromagnetic field of light; thus the optical gradient force is analogous to the DEP force (i.e., proportional to both the particle volume and the gradient of the field strength squared). On the other hand, in the Mie regime, the target particle can be considered as a lens, and the optical force, resulting from refraction of focused incident light, can be calculated from simple ray optics. Unfortunately, optical manipulation of cells and microparticles corresponds to an intermediate regime (Lorenz-Mie regime, r $ k) where calculation of the force requires more complete electromagnetic theories, and a simple and intuitive expression of the force is not available.
In the following sections, applications of the DEP, optical gradient, magnetic, and acoustic forces for cell and particle separation are described. 
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Variables and parameters r: the particle's radius, e Ã p ¼ ep À jðrp=xÞ and e Ã m ¼ em À jðrm=xÞ: the complex permittivities of the particle and medium, respectively, E rms : root-mean-square value of electric field, v p and v m magnetic susceptibilities of the (magnetic) particle and medium, respectively, l 0 : the permeability, B: the magnetic flux density, p 0 : the acoustic pressure amplitude, k: the wavelength of the acoustic wave, k: the wave number, b p and b m : the compressibilities of the particle and medium, respectively, q p and q m : the densities of the particle and medium, respectively. a Jones (1995) . b Hatch and Stelter (2001 
Separation by dielectrophoretic forces
Under a highly non-uniform electric field, polarizable particles (e.g., cells) experience a force in the direction along (positive DEP, pDEP) or against (negative DEP, nDEP) the electric field gradient depending on their dielectric properties. Advancement in microfabrication technology allow for the fabrication of microscale metal electrodes, which are used to generate a strong, non-uniform, time-varying (AC) electric field without the need for applying high potentials. While typical DEP separators use an AC potential small enough to eliminate electroosmosis and gas generation on the microelectrodes, directcurrent (DC) potential was recently employed (Cummings and Singh, 2003) with insulating posts to generate locally nonuniform electric fields without microelectrodes (DC-iDEP).
There are two common mechanisms of the DEP separation. The first method utilizes differences in the particles' response around a cross-over frequency , where the response switches from pDEP to nDEP, or vice versa. Therefore, by choosing a frequency where one type of particle experiences pDEP, thus attracted to the electrodes, while another type of particle is repelled by nDEP, separation of a binary particle mixture can be achieved. The second strategy is to differentiate particles based on the magnitude of the DEP force. This was initially demonstrated by Gascoyne and coworkers Yang et al., 1999 Yang et al., , 2000 in a family of separation techniques called field-flow fractionation (Giddings, 1993) . In their studies, human cells having different dielectric properties were levitated to different heights in a laminar parabolic flow field by nDEP force generated by interdigitated electrode arrays, and consequently fractionated along the fluidic path. In this section, we will describe continuous flow separation of microparticles and cells by DEP forces. Detailed descriptions on the mechanism and applications of DEP for microscale particle manipulation and separation can be found in other reviews (Gascoyne and Vykoukal, 2002; Gonzalez and Remcho, 2005; Holmes et al., 2003; Hughes, 2002; Voldman, 2006) .
AC dielectrophoresis with microelectrodes
Recently, a number of groups have developed high-throughput continuous separation systems by exploiting either the sign (Doh and Cho, 2005; Li and Kaler, 2004) or the magnitude (Choi and Park, 2005; Hu et al., 2005; Kralj et al., 2006) of DEP forces to deflect target particles and cells in a laminar flow stream.
Among the examples of the sign-based DEP separation, Li and Kaler (2004) developed a microfluidic cell sorter with an individually biased planar electrode array to generate an isomotive electric field (i.e., constant rjE rms j 2 ). Under this electric field, where DEP forces were independent of location, viable and non-viable canola cells were separated solely based on their dielectric properties. Similarly, in the microfluidic system developed by Doh and Cho (2005) , three planer electrodes laterally diverted live yeast cells away from the central streamline by pDEP, while collecting dead cells into the central streamline by nDEP. The magnitude-based continuous flow separation was first demonstrated by Choi and Park (2005) , where an array of trapezoidal electrodes generated an asymmetric electric field gradient relative to the streamwise direction of the microchannel. Due to balance between the hydrodynamic drag force and the net nDEP force, larger polystyrene microspheres were more deflected than smaller ones in the transverse direction ( Fig. 2A) . A similar size-based particle separation was demonstrated by nDEP deflection through an asymmetric electric field gradient generated by slanted, narrowly spaced, interdigitated electrodes (Kralj et al., 2006) .
Since the DEP force is proportional to the cube of the cell diameter, even slight size variation can result in significant differences in DEP force. Therefore, DEP separation based solely on cells' dielectric properties is difficult for separating two or more populations of cells with similar sizes. Hu et al. (2005) demonstrated rare cells recovery through the combination of marker-specific labeling of target cells and nDEP deflection. Rare E. coli population tagged with dielectric beads, thus experiencing magnified force, was collected into the collection channel by nDEP deflection, while the non-specific E. coli population was discharged to the waste channel. 
Direct-current insulator-based dielectrophoresis
Direct-current insulator-based DEP (DC-iDEP) uses a strong DC potential between the inlet and outlet of a microfluidic channel to generate a bulk flow by electroosmosis, and embedded insulating structures create a non-uniform electric field to induce dielectrophoresis. Without the use of an array of metal microelectrodes, DC-iDEP separation microchips are less prone to fouling, chemically inert, and simpler to operate compared with their AC-DEP counterparts.
The concept of DC-iDEP was introduced as a method of in-flow filtration and concentration of particles by Cummings and Singh (2003) . Applying a DC potential voltage across the insulator array induced an electrokinetic flow due to combination of electrophoresis and electroosmosis, while the insulating posts modulated the nearby electric field to form dielectrophoretic traps.
Recently DC-iDEP was employed to achieve continuous separation of microparticles, where local DEP force around an insulating object, such as an oil droplet (Barbulovic-Nad et al., 2006) or a PDMS block (Kang et al., 2006) , differentiated trajectories of microparticles in a size-dependent manner ( Fig. 2B and C) .
Separation by optical forces
A focused beam of light can directly manipulate objects of size ranging from the nano to micro scales. For a dielectric particle whose diameter is substantially smaller than the wavelength k of light, the particle is considered as an induced dipole under the electromagnetic field of the incident light. Subsequently, the particle whose permittivity is larger than the surrounding medium is pulled toward the focal point of the light beam, where the electromagnetic field is strongest. For a particle much larger than k, the trapping force is interpreted as a result of momentum exchange between the refracted light and the dielectric particle. The optical separation of microparticles combines a laminar flow stream and various forms of focused laser beams ranging from a single spot (termed an optical potential well), arrays of potential wells, to interconnected wells (termed optical lattices). Unlike other forces (DEP, magnetic, or hydrodynamic forces) of which online reconfiguration is limited, optical forces can be dynamically tuned in time and space. Detailed overview of optical micromanipulation was recently documented by Grier (2003) , Neuman and Block (2004) , Dholakia and Reece (2006) , Dholakia et al. (2008) .
Passive separation with optical potential landscapes
Various forms of optical potential landscapes, including a line optical tweezers formed by a cylindrical lens (Cheong et al., 2006) and arrays of optical potential wells made by multi-beam interference (Ladavac et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2003) or a microlens array (Sun et al., 2006) can be used in combination with laminar flow to separate particles in microfluidic systems. In such separation systems, particles with higher optical affinity (e.g., larger refractive index, and size) experience optical trapping forces large enough to be diverted from the flow direction, while the path of the other particles remain almost unchanged. For example, a body-centered tetragonal (BCT) optical lattice made by a five-beam interference pattern was used to separate polymer and silica microspheres, protein microcapsules, and mouse RBCs and WBCs based on difference in refractive indices, size, and shape, respectively (MacDonald et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2003) . Particles with a higher affinity for the optical potential were deflected 45°from the flow direction along the diagonal linking of intensity maxima of the BCT lattice, while particles with a lower affinity stayed along the flow direction (Fig. 3A ).
While the above particle separation technique based on optical potential wells was only demonstrated on bidisperse particle mixtures, fractionation of polydisperse particle mixtures can be achieved through careful designing of optical potential landscapes. Recently, continuous flow separation of silica spheres of four different sizes (2.3, 3.0, 5.17, and 6.84 lm) was demonstrated (Milne et al., 2007) . In this study, temporally modulated raster scanning of a laser beam was used to create two diagonal optical guides, forming a ''V" shape (Fig. 3B inset) . All the particles flowing from right to left were trapped by the right arm of the guide, then moved over to and carried along the left guide. Along the left arm, consisting of discrete segments with decreasing light intensities, the trapped particles were released into the flow in a size-increasing order as the optical gradient force was overcome by Stokes drag force, resulting in lateral fractionation of particles (Fig. 3B) .
Microfluidic fluorescence-activated cell sorters
Microscale fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) combines branching laminar flow and optical force switching to select target cells (Applegate et al., 2004; Applegate et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2005) . In the system of Applegate et al. (2004 Applegate et al. ( , 2006 , an optical bar trap was focused across the branching laminar flow so that non-fluorescent particles were trapped and completely translated along the optical trap and then released into a collection channel. Upon fluorescent particles' entering the trap, a computer-controlled detector-shutter system blocked the optical trapping beam. Consequently, fluorescent particles were released into a stream leading to another collection channel. Wang et al. (2005) used a similar system but with an acousto-optic modulator enabling rapid switching of the optical force sorter, achieving a separation speed up to 100 cells per second (Fig. 3C) .
Light-activated dielectrophoresis
Recently, a light-activated dielectrophoresis device called optoelectronic tweezers (OET) was proposed by Chiou et al. (2005) . The OET fluidic device typically consists of a blank indium tin oxide-coated glass (ITO glass) top plate and a photoconductive layer-coated ITO glass bottom plate, with an AC voltage applied between the plates. Illumination of light pattern from light-emitting diode and digital micromirror spatial light modulator creates virtual electrodes in the photoconductive layer, resulting in a non-uniform electric field and enabling light-guided DEP manipulation. Although the trapping energy is supplied by the AC-biased voltage, OET allows for both flexibility of light pattern formation and versatility of DEP manipulation (Dholakia, 2005) . Besides the flow-free separation of bidisperse polystyrene microbeads and live/dead B cells demonstrated by Chiou et al. (2005) , OET can be readily used to perform the continuous-flow AC-DEP particle separation described in Section 3.1.1.
Separation by magnetic forces
The motion of magnetic particles and magnetically labeled biological objects can be manipulated by magnetic forces in microfluidic devices. Magnetic separation of cells typically requires labeling with magnetic beads; the only cells that naturally demonstrate magnetic susceptibility sufficient for magnetic manipulation are RBCs (Han and Frazier, 2006) and magnetotactic bacteria (Schuler and Frankel, 1999) . Magnetic fields can extend to relatively long distances and manipulate many magnetic targets simultaneously in wide range of pH, ionic concentrations, and temperatures required for chemical and biological processing in microfluidic systems. Principles of magnetic operations and various applications in microfluidic systems were recently reviewed by Pamme (2006) .
Continuous flow separation of magnetically tagged cells
Non-magnetic cells can be labeled with magnetic particles through antigen-antibody interactions and sorted into specific subpopulations. In continuous flow magnetic separation, magnetic forces are applied perpendicular to the flow direction to divert particles into different trajectories. One of the challenges in achieving magnetic separation in microfluidic systems is to generate a locally strong magnetic field gradient; as indicated in Eq. (2) in Table 1 , a strong but homogeneous magnetic flux cannot exert a magnetic force on particles.
Microfabrication technology allows for the fabrication and integration of microscale magnetic materials on microfluidic chips. These ferromagnetic microstructures, upon magnetization by an external field, will create a strong magnetic field gradient inside the microfluidic channel. For example, ferromagnetic (nickel) stripes fabricated on a silicon chip were used as a magnetic trap and deflector to separate magnetically labeled WBCs from a continuous stream of blood cells (Inglis et al., 2004) . In another example, a NiFe microcomb structure fabricated by electroplating was used to generate a strong magnetic field gradient across the microchannel for the purpose of extracting magnetically tagged E. coli from a flow containing RBCs ( Fig. 4A) (Xia et al., 2006) . Fabrication processes employed in the above studies, including sputter deposition, chemical mechanical planarization, and electroplating are time consuming and require expertise. Recently, a simpler method was demonstrated where a ferromagnetic microstructure was created by the injection of nickel microparticles into a microchannel adjacent to the separation channel (Lin et al., 2007) .
All of the above continuous flow magnetic separation techniques were designed and demonstrated for binary separation of target magnetic particles (or magnetically tagged cells) from non-magnetic ones. In a method called free-flow magnetophoresis, however, the same magnetic deflection was combined with an array of laminar flow outlets to differentially separate magnetic particles based on the sizes and susceptibilities (Fig. 4B) Pamme and Manz, 2004) .
Separation by acoustic forces
In an ultrasonic standing wave field, particles experience acoustic radiation forces. These forces can be divided into the primary radiation force, originating from fluctuations of the molecules of the medium, and the secondary interparticle force (Bjerknes force), caused by scattering of the incident acoustic waves. Since the primary radiation force is usually orders of magnitude larger than the secondary forces, acoustic separation devices generally utilize the primary radiation force. In an ultrasonic standing wave field, the primary radiation force moves particles toward the pressure nodes or antinodes depending on the acoustic contrast factor (/ in Eq. (3) in Table 1 ), a function of density and compressibility of the particles and the medium. Therefore, particles with different acoustic properties can be accumulated to different positions (the nodes and antinodes) and collected separately with help of a laminar flow in a microfluidic ultrasound separation device. Reviews on principles of ultrasound manipulations and various applications in microscale are available elsewhere (de Castro and Priego-Capote, 2007; .
Continuous flow separation of mixed particles
Acoustic separation of a mixed particle population can be categorized into two types: binary separations based on the sign of /, and differential separations based on the magnitude of the primary radiation force (i.e., size of particles and magnitudes of /). A typical example of the first separation type is cleaning of RBCs (positive /) contaminated with lipid microemboli (negative /) demonstrated by Laurell and coworkers Petersson et al., 2004 Petersson et al., , 2005 . In the trifurcating silicon microchannel, an acoustic standing wave was generated by a single piezoceramic transducer attached on the back side. RBCs were focused into the pressure nodal plane along the center of the channel and lipids were drawn into the antinodal planes near the side walls, and subsequently collected through different outlets (Fig. 5A and B) .
Although the sign-based binary separation approach is relatively simple and highly efficient, its application is limited to binary mixtures of positive and negative / particles. Typically, most cell types have a positive / due to their higher density and lower compressibility than that of the surrounding medium. Hence, one has to utilize the difference of the force magnitude in order to sort out heterogeneous cell populations by size and other properties. Such size-based separation of cells and particles in a microfluidic system was demonstrated by several groups (Kapishnikov et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2005; . The primary radiation force scales with the cube of the particle size and the Stokes drag force scales with the particle's diameter, resulting in the particle's net speed of movement toward the pressure nodal plane scaling with the square of its size (Kumar et al., 2005) . Thus in combination with laminar flow, particles can be separated in a size-dependent and continuous manner (free-flow acoustophoresis: Fig. 5C ). For example, Kapishnikov et al. (2006) successfully extracted the larger particles from a stream of mixture (2.5 lm and 10 lm polyamide particles) into an adjacent carrier stream. In this PDMS device, a pair of piezoceramic transducers were used to create the pressure nodal plane in the carrier stream and antinodal planes in the mixture stream. Although both particle types experienced the force toward the pressure nodal plane, the size dependency resulted in extraction of only 10 lm particles into the carrier stream. Recently, free flow acoustophoresis of a mixture of four particle sizes (2, 5, 8, and 10 lm) and a mixture of RBCs, platelets, and WBCs were successfully demonstrated in separate experiments . The latter experiment required addition of cesium chloride into the suspending medium in order to increase the medium's density and consequently contrast relative acoustic properties of RBCs and platelets.
Comparison of separation methods
Different categories of microfluidic particle separation are listed for comparison purposes in Table 2 . Resolution, efficiency and throughput are selected from the recent literature as indicated in the footnote. As a cautionary note, the presented data should be used as an estimation of the performances of each separation mechanism as of the present and should not be viewed as the ultimate performances of the devices; further improvements from novel ideas and optimization of the devices are yet to emerge in the near future. Table 2 shows that both separation resolution and efficiency are similar across the board. It should be noted, however, that separation of submicron-sized particles will be increasingly difficult with the non-inertial forces since such forces scale with the particle volume (Table 1) , while opposing Stokes drag is proportional to the diameter. On the other hand, laminar flow methods have demonstrated successful separation of submicron particles (pinched-flow fractionation) (Sai et al., 2006) and even DNA fragments (deterministic lateral displacement) (Huang et al., 2004) . However, performance of these methods is extremely sensitive to quality of the laminar flow including particle alignment by the sheath flow. Such requirements constrain separation to be performed at relatively low sample concentration and flow rates, resulting in lower throughput than the non-inertial force methods. On the other hand, the non-inertial force methods allow adjustment of the trapping forces independent of the flow speed and can handle a significantly larger flux of particles.
Another important point of discussion is the physiological effects of each separation method on cells. The filtration and laminar flow approaches, with a channel consisting of narrow pores or arrays of obstacles, tend to suffer from clogging and shear stress leading to rupture of the cells (VanDelinder and Groisman, 2006) . Especially in pinched-flow fractionation by Takagi et al. (2005) , where the flow rate Q is 1020 ll/h through the rectangular pinched section (w Â d = 20 lm Â 20 lm), average wall shear stress in the pinched section is, assuming a fully developed Newtonian flow, estimated to exceed 200 Pa by the following analytical solution (White, 1991) ,
k¼1;3;5;...
Although apparent hemolysis was not observed, probably because of very short exposure time ($ ms), such high wall shear stress was above the onset value ($100 Pa) of mammalian cell lysis previously reported (Ma et al., 2002) . Of course, shear stress can be reduced by using lower flow rate, however, at the expense of lower throughput. From Eq. (4) the average wall shear stress of the non-inertial force methods listed in Table 2 were estimated to be on the order of 0.01-1 Pa. Although non-inertial forces allow for high-throughput cell separation without suffering from high shear stress, the use of specific force fields could also damage or influence the cells. First, DEP manipulation with microelectrode could impose problems of Joule heating and electric field exposure. Joule heating, however, is typically not significant due to the large surface-to-volume ratio of microfluidic systems which allows for fast dissipation of heat out of the system. On the other hand, the electric field could affect endogenous transmembrane voltages and influence membrane-bound components of the cells. Such electric field-related effects are usually minimized by choosing operation conditions to which cells are less sensitive (> MHz, <10 kV/m) (Voldman, 2006) . Typically, high power density of optical traps ($10 7 W/cm 2 ) is known to affect viability (Liu et al., 1996) , clonal growth (Liang et al., 1996) , and motility (Neuman et al., 1999) of cells and damage DNA (Mohanty et al., 2002) . Although the optical separation methods reviewed in this paper use power density of a similar level, the retention time (the duration for which cells were optically trapped) is on the order of milliseconds to seconds compared to tens to hundreds of seconds in the above studies. For example, study on cell stress gene expressions by Wang et al. (2005) did not show any significant increase in the examined stress markers. Likewise, physiological effects of optical manipulation in the continuous flow cell separation seem to be minimal. Magnetic cell separation is generally considered to be non-lethal to cells and is widely used in various forms (Safarik and Safarikova, 1999) . Microfluidic magnetic separation typically utilizes a magnetic flux density in the range of 0.001-1 T, and such magnetic fields are known to induce various physiological effects in a progressive manner during several hours of exposure (Dini and Abbro, 2005) . Since target cells typically experiences magnetic forces for less than 1 second in the devices described in this review, gross effects of the magnetic field in such devices seem to be minimal.
Acoustic manipulation within a microfluidic channel could result in temperature increase of up to 10°C due to dissipation of the acoustic energy into thermal energy (Evander et al., 2007) . Therefore, care must to be taken to keep the operation temperature (after the temperature rise) below the physiological temperature of cells in order to avoid a heat shock response (Lindquist, 1986) or more adverse effects on cells. One approach could be to prepare the cell suspension at a lower temperature in order to compensate for the heat generated by the acoustic energy. In the study by Evander et al. (2007) , where the temperature was controlled not to exceed the physiological temperature, no perceptible damage to the cells (growth of yeasts and viability of rat neural stem cells) due to the acoustic manipulation was observed, indicating that acoustic cell separation can be performed without significantly affecting cells' physiology.
It is important to note that any cell manipulation method will induce physiological effects on live cells including wellestablished methods such as FACS and MACS. For example, in the study of cell membrane physiology by Seidl et al. (1999) , FACS processing was found to lower the membrane integrity (i.e., cell viability) of normal human skin fibroblast cells N1 and human breast carcinoma cells BT474 down to 75-80% compared to >90% of the control population. In the same study, MACS processing was found to cause significant membrane hyperpolarization in both BT474 and N1 cells.
Finally, the portability of each device needs to be briefly discussed because this is an important aspect in the development of portable point-of-care devices. Both cross flow filtration and laminar flow methods are considered to be highly portable as they only require fluidic pumps (or other pressure sources) besides the microfluidic separator chip. Magnetic method falls into the same category as it only needs a permanent magnet in addition to the pumps and separation chip. DEP and acoustic approaches both require a power supply, putting them in the portable category; such power supply units can be miniaturized relatively easily. Among the listed methods, the optical approach is considered to be least portable since this method requires a rather bulky laser optic system (e.g., a high-power laser source(s), a detector(s), an acousto-optic deflector(s), various lenses and mirrors, etc.), which cannot be easily miniaturized without significantly compromising the performance.
Conclusion
Various strategies of microfluidic cell and particle separation with the use of the non-inertial forces including dielectrophoretic, optical, magnetic, and acoustic forces were reviewed. Each approach proved effective in separating binary mixtures of microscale particles and even demonstrated successful separation of polydisperse mixtures through novel designs. Deciding which method to use should be based on the needs of the application including separation criteria, resolution, efficiency, and throughput, as well as physiological effects. Although physiological effects due to non-inertial forces in microfluidic cell separation might not be more harmful than in any other cell manipulation method, further investigation should be performed to elucidate the mechanism and significance of such forces specifically under microfluidic separation conditions. Meanwhile, users can perform a set of control experiments to identify operation conditions under which certain physiological effects are in a tolerable range.
So far, most demonstrations of the described separation methods were proof of concept with user-defined mixtures (e.g., binary mixture of polystyrene particles) or biological samples conditioned prior to the experiment. Therefore, further characterization and optimization will be required before these separation methods can be used for clinical applications. Another challenge is in-line integration with pre-and post-separation processes on a single chip device and its miniaturization toward portable point-of-care systems. With recent development of various microfabricated on-chip pumps and valves (Dittrich et al., 2006) , such developments are certainly feasible. Finally, combinations of multiple forces can offer opportunities to achieve highly specific and efficient separation of complex mixtures of cell populations. For example, DEP-based deflectors and an acoustic transducer were recently integrated to demonstrate simultaneous handling of individual particles in a highthroughput manner . Such efforts could also lead to discoveries of new identities of cell subtypes characterized by a set of intrinsic properties including size, permittivity, refractive index, susceptibility, density and compressibility.
